Annex I

Environmental Impact Assessment
Screening according to Schedule III of S.L. 549.46

ERA Reference no.:

EA/00012/21

PA Reference no.:

PA/00418/20

Project Title:

Change of use from disused quarry to Class 6A; open storage. Works include
the demolition of the existing store and the construction of a new store, the
provision of 16 parking spaces, and the introduction of reservoir and soft
landscaping within the site extents. Proposal also includes part excavation of
site to form underground garage for vehicle maintenance with landscaping on
top and the construction of cesspit.

Location:

Site at, Tad-Debbiet, Siggiewi

Screening date:

June 2021

_____________________________________________________________________

I. BACKGROUND
1. Outline of Proposal
1.1 This proposed development is to change the use of a disused quarry to an open storage
(Class 6A), in a site at Tad-Debbiet in Siggiewi.
1.2 The proposal will involve:










the demolition of the existing store,
the construction of a new store,
the provision of 16 parking spaces,
the construction of solar panels,
an area reserved for open storage,
the construction of an underground reservoir,
further excavations on part of the site for an underground garage to be used for
vehicle maintenance,
the construction of a cesspit, and
soft landscaping within the site perimeter (Figures 1 and 2).

1.3 The proposed site has a total area of c. 3, 285 m2.
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Figure 1: Proposed block plan (Email sent directly to ERA on 20/5/2021)

Figure 2: Proposed section, elevation and cesspit (Email sent directly to ERA on 20/5/2021)
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2. Site context
2.1 The proposed site is currently a disused Franka Stone Quarry, which lies at tad-Debbiet,
Siggiewi, Malta (Figures 3 - 5) in the general vicinity of Wied Xkora, which forms part of a
larger system of tributary valleys draining downstream into Wied il-Kbir. It is located in a
relatively open countryside surrounded by agricultural land and quarries.
2.2 The proposal is located within the 100m buffer zone of the Groundwater Safeguard as
designated by the Malta Resources Authority under the Water Policy Framework
Regulations (S.L 549.100).
2.3 The Strategic Plan for the Environment and Development (SPED) acknowledges that
mineral extraction in the Maltese Islands has had a significant impact on the preservation
of the natural and cultural resources, and that permanent damage to ecology and
landscape from such operations is a significant threat.
2.4 The SPED Policy RO 4 requires protection and enhancement of the positive qualities of
the landscape and the traditional components of the rural landscape by, in particular (i)
protecting the most sensitive landscape of cultural importance and natural beauty; and (ii)
rehabilitation initiatives towards the enhancement of the degraded landscapes. Therefore,
strategically, the priority is restoration of the existing quarries in the area to their former
natural/rural state.

Figure 3: Location of the site (Source: Geoserver, 2016)
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Figure 4: Location of the site (zoomed in) (Source: Geoserver, 2016)

Figure 5: Photograph showing access ramp, NE and SW wall and terrace at the far end of the
quarry (Source: PDS, pg6)
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3. Case history
3.1 The site was subject to an enforcement notice EC 270/09 – Scrapyard in disused quarry
without permit. The illegal development was removed by the occupier and the enforcement
action was closed by the Planning Authority.

4. Screening Criteria
4.1 EIA Screening
(citations refer to S.L. 549.46, except where otherwise specified):
The proposed development falls within the scope of the Environmental Impact Assessment
Regulations (S.L. 549.46), notably in terms of the following Category II criteria in Schedule I:
 9.0.2.3 – Restoration and after use of existing or disused quarries or mines, other than
for restoration of the site back to its pristine state.
Therefore, the proposal was also screened in terms of the EIA Regulations.

5. Documents used for screening
a. Project Description Statement (PDS) referred directly to ERA on 20/05/2021,
b. ERA screening memo dated 4th March 2020 at doc. PA/00418/20/63a, and
c. Plans, Site plans, sections etc (PA/00418/20/101f – h).

II. ASSESSMENT OF PROPOSAL
6. Assessment of Impacts and Ancillary Considerations
(Screening in terms of Schedule III of the EIA Regulations, S.L. 549.46)
Land and Resource use
6.1 The proposal is seeking to change the use of the disused quarry into a storage area
including solar panels, parking spaces, reservoir, cesspit, store and underground garage
for vehicle maintenance. The site is located in a relatively open countryside surrounded by
agricultural land towards the southern and eastern parts, and quarries to its western and
northern parts. It also lies within the 100m buffer zone of the Groundwater Safeguard.
Although the proposed development will be concealed due to the depth of the quarry, the
proposal is not favourably considered from an environmental point of view since rather
than restoring the site back to agricultural land, it will be introducing a new industrial
element into the surrounding rural landscape.
6.2 Additionally, the South Malta Local Plan (SMLP, 2006) states that (with particular
reference to paragraph 12.4.4) “the extent of the complex of quarries necessitates a
holistic approach to the restoration and reuse of the quarries”. As per ERA’s earlier
correspondence at doc. 63a, ERA is concerned about the permanent after use
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commitment, which may compromise the holistic approach to restore the site back to
agricultural land, once the quarries are exhausted. In this regard, the proposed
development is in conflict with the surrounding environmental context.

Dust and Noise emissions
6.3 During the construction phase, dust and noise emissions are expected from the excavation
of rock for the construction of the reservoir and cesspit, but these are not expected to be
significant. Such impacts can be sufficiently mitigated through the implementation of the
Environmental Construction Site Regulations (S.L. 552.09).
6.4 During the operational phase, no significant noise and dust are expected.
6.5 With regard to the Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) in Heavy Goods Vehicle (HGV),
the impact on the environment is unknown since no information was submitted in this
regard.
Waste
6.6 Past use of the site, indicating storage of End-of-Life vehicles, could have potentially led
to land contamination. In this regard, preliminary investigations of the area/s to be
excavated following ERA’s terms of reference would be required.
6.7 It is also to be noted that any contaminated material would need to be managed and
disposed of as waste. In such circumstances, a compositional analysis and a Hazardous
Property (HP) criteria assessment in accordance with Schedule 3 of the Waste
Regulations (S.L. 549.63) would need to be carried out in order to determine the nature of
the waste and hence indicate how the waste should be managed.
6.8 Nevertheless, given ERA’s concerns on the proposal, the above issues are considered
premature at this stage.

III. ERA CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDED WAY FORWARD
Following the above screening, ERA reiterates its position as per doc. PA/00418/20/63a. From
an environmental point of view, such sites are to be restored back to agricultural land given
that the proposed after-use would simply preclude effective restoration of the site.
Furthermore, it would also constitute a precedent for similar sites, and thus the same problem
would also be extended over a wider area.
In this regard, whilst the proposed development is not deemed to require an EIA as per the
EIA Regulations, (S.L. 549.46), the proposal per se would still leave this environmental
concern unresolved. In this regard, ERA objects to the said development.
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Screening Disclaimer
The above screening results, the ensuing conclusions and recommendations are without prejudice to
any required changes or updates should the development proposal be eventually modified or should
the information/assumptions provided turn out to be incorrect. Any deviations of the proposal from this
submission would need to be re-assessed and the merits of this screening would need to be re-opened.
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